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Abstract: Online Examination Systems are the latest modules for arranging the exams on-the-Internet. The simplest way to
prepare and get ready for exams and get the immediate results is the online exams. Network such as home or private can be
used for creating the examination environment online, it is possible through the LAN connection or Internet. Reducing the
paper work and moving on to the technology is now a days not difficult if there are possible resources and also it a need to be
get updated from the earlier scenario. Easy maintenance of past records and ease in scheduling the exams is the main feature
of Online Examination System. Through the previous records of question papers set, evaluation and setting of new question set
becomes easy. Thus it is more efficient and fast enough than the manual (handwritten) exams scenario. This paper describes
examination modules used, fundamentals of the developed system and algorithms used.
Keywords: Random Number Generator Algorithm; Server Client Architecture; Security; Online Exam; Server Browser
Architecture; LAN Architecture.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In conventional framework directing the examinations is extremely repetitive task for both analyst and educator. The entire
process of allocating exams, paper sets and assessing the scores after the test was done manually till the date. The Online
Examination is the online electronic framework. The framework focuses on diminishing the expenses all connected with
organizing the exams over a specific timeframe and accomplishing computerization of examination framework at whole related
assignments like distribution, enlistment of results which assists effective high level framework. In the wake of experiencing huge
number of references at point it is concluded that we can manufacture one examination framework that can ease in understanding
the access to establish for directing exams and evaluation of result. Online Examination series is a selective answer based
examination system that is MCQ. It provides an easy way to use online exam framework for both students test conductors. The
main objective of OLES is to provide all the features that an online examination system must have, with the interface that don’t
scare its users.
II.

DESIGN OF ONLINE EXAM SYSTEM

Network application development model is an important Browser-Server model. The special model as client server model that
contained client side as web browser, and server side as web servers, for online network model. In case of LAN connectivity, the
server node acts as the server side for handling and maintenance of the online network. The client nodes are the other computers
connected in the local area network, which are able to gain the access to the question papers from the server for the specified
session.
The main logic of the system is implemented on the server, later these copies of the main logic output are directly accessed on the
client nodes. Such a web application has the good reusability and ease in maintainability. The entire system is developed in .Net
Framework with use of C# (C Sharp) and JavaScript language and runs on the IIS (Internet Information Server) server. The whole
system can be hosted on the network online, thus the name Online Examination System. JavaScript has become the technological
need to be implemented in Web applications, because it is the easiest way in rapid development.
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III.

ARCHITECTURE OF ONLINE EXAM SYSTEM

The architecture of the system describes the flow of the system and the modules included in it. A central server is the main node
that is responsible to handle the scenario that is used in the network. In a network, all the other client nodes are connected in a
local area network which is handled by central node. The main software is installed on the server, and using the network the
copies of this software are accessed on the client computers. The diagram here describes the working of the computer lab system
having the online exam system setup loaded. As depicted in the diagram two laboratories as Computer_Lab01 and
Computer_Lab02 and connected to the central lab server, which is whole and sole responsible for generation of new question
papers, distribution of question papers to the connected client computers, managing the students for exam, managing the system
failure, result generation.

Figure: Architecture of Online Examination System
IV.

FUNCTIONAL MODULE

The diagram below describes the functional modules of the system.
There are three main modules viz.
a) Questions Management.
b) Paper Generator.
c) Online Test (Exam).
a) Questions Management: This module functions as addition, deletion, modification and querying of the question sets.
b) Paper Generator: This module works for randomly generating the questions per exam paper according to the
requirement specification, acting as the core function of online exam system. The question sets are randomly chosen from
the database. Here the term Paper Structure defines the set of specified score and various questions, which constituted the
paper. It has four types of questions viz. multiple choice, descriptive questions, short answer questions and programming
questions. Teacher of the subject can set the structure of paper. It included types of questions, questions count and score
for each question.
For example: A paper structure may include some false and some true questions, each question carries 1 marks or 2 marks;
multiple choice questions will be of either 2 marks each or 1 marks each; 2 programming questions. The term paper describes the
question paper generated by collecting the questions from the database in according to the paper structure. The paper consists of a
set of various questions that forms online question paper.
c) Online Test (Exam): The Student (user) is responsible for the use of functions of online exams, by randomly selecting
the paper for practice test, or by attempting the final exam under Teachers supervision. The student-user is allowed to
login to the system by his time within the campus, and practicing the online tests, and improving him/herself at each step.
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Figure 4.1: Functional Module of Online Examination System
V.

PROJECT AREA

The web based application for an approach to being a Techno-Savvy is conducting the examinations through Internet that can be
useful in educational as well as corporate sector. The main goal behind such examinations is to reduce the manual work of hand
written papers, correction etc. and improving students’ capability of solving more and more practice question papers thoroughly
increment in his final scores. For the setting the question set paper, algorithm named as Random Number Generator Algorithm is
used.
 Random Number Generator
Random Number Generators (RNG’s) use the Pseudorandom Number Generators abbreviated as PRNGs are the algorithms that
can auto generate long run of numbers with their random property. These kinds of numbers are fine in certain situations, but they
are not as random as dice rolls and coin tosses. It has a series of generated values that are determined by specified number called
as seed. The most commonly used PRNG is “Linear Congruential Generator”, that has the recurrence as,
Xn+1 = (aXn + b) mod m
for generating the numbers.
where a, b and m are Xn+1 of large integers.
The maximum count of numbers this formula can produce is the modulus m series of pseudo-random numbers. To avoid some
occurrences of random number properties of single linear congruential generator, such various RNG with slight changed values of
multiplier co-efficient ‘a’can be used in parallel.
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